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Abstract: The objective of this study is to propose a
heuristic model of energy propagation due to an anomaly;
electromagnetic (EM) field penetration into a continuously
covered conducting enclosure (Faraday shield) from an
external radio frequency source, violating the accepted
model in the EM field theory. In this study, at an arbitrarily
selected frequency, range of 26.965–1,800 MHz, of an
external frequency source, an EM field inside the con-
ducting enclosure was observed, contrary to expectations,
which was followed by a systematic examination. Although
no induced voltage could be expected inside the enclosure
according to the classical theory, the experiment revealed
a clear induced voltage inside, an attenuated induced
voltage of −18.0 to −1.0 dB (for the range of frequencies
26.965–1,800MHz) was observed. Hence, these results
apparently contradict the established notion that an EM
field cannot penetrate a Faraday shield. Rationalizing these
observations and the results of the investigation leads to an
alternative model to the existing models of energy
propagation in free space. In this model, novel quantities
named “I-Spin-energy” and “I-Spin-energy field” are
defined to replace the concept of electric and magnetic
fields in the classical EM theory. The proposed I-Spin-
energy model is capable of explaining the unexpected
presence of the EM field inside the Faraday shield as well as
the induction of an alternating current in a conductor

placed inside a Faraday shield along with other existing
observations in physics such as those in famous Young’s
double-slit experiment on interference of light, which
provided the basis for the wave theory.

Keywords: electromagnetic fields, Faraday shield (cage),
electric and magnetic field electromagnetic induction,
induced current, intrinsic spin energy, intrinsic spin
energy field, δ-spin, λ-spin

1 Introduction

As any new revelation has a bearing on the accepted existing
knowledge, some analysis of the electromagnetic (EM) field
becomes expedient. The experiments shown here discuss
most fundamental concepts related to the classical EM field,
and these fundamental concepts are recalled in this section
with fine detail to show their contradictory nature with the
observations obtained in these experiments. Energy propaga-
tion in free space has been described by the wave theory and
the quantum theory. Most naturally occurring phenomena
have been modelled by using either of these theories [1,2].
In radio frequency shielding, energy is considered to
propagate in the form of EM waves, which consist of self-
propagating transverse oscillating coupled waves of
electric and magnetic fields perpendicular to each other
and perpendicular to the direction of the propagation of
energy. The solutions for linearly polarized planar electric
and magnetic fields, E(r) and B(r), respectively, at any
given point r relative to any arbitrary point in free space
are expressed as follows:
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where k is the wave vector normal to the plane of the EM
wave, r(x, y, z) is the position vector, E0 is the amplitude
of the electric field, and B0 is the amplitude of the
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magnetic field. The behavior of the propagating EM waves is
mathematically expressed by Maxwell’s equations [3,4].
Maxwell’s equations describe the electric and magnetic
fields arising from the distribution of charges and currents.
Maxwell’s first equation (Gauss’ law) states that the electric
flux out of any closed surface is proportional to the total
charge enclosed by the surface. The following equation
expresses its integral form when a charge q is enclosed by a
closed surface A, resulting in an electric field E:

∮
→

⋅
→

=E A q
ε

d , (2)

where ε is the permittivity of the medium.
There was no charge inside the conducting enclo-

sure, as all the charges exist on the conducting outer
surface [4]. Therefore, following Gauss’ law and sym-
metry, the electric field inside the conducting enclosure
is zero. In fact, according to equation (2), the electric
field inside any closed hollow conductor is zero,
provided that the region enclosed by the conductor
contains no free charge.

As a result, when a time-varying EM wave encoun-
ters such a hollow conducting enclosure, according to
the classical EM theory, two simultaneous mechanisms
occur independent of the frequency or wavelength of the
incident EM wave.
1. As shown in Figure 1(a), the transmitted electric field

component of the EM wave travels through the wall
of the conducting enclosure and redistributes free

charges inside the conducting enclosure by induction.
Once an opposing electric field is created by the
induced charges on the surface of the conducting
enclosure, the resultant electric field inside the
enclosure becomes zero [5].

2. As shown in Figure 1(b), the incident magnetic field
component of the EM wave induces eddy currents [5]
(blue arrow) due to free charges in the conducting body.
The eddy currents generate an opposing magnetic field
(red arrow), canceling the incident magnetic field at the
enclosure. The resultant magnetic field inside the
enclosure is zero. Therefore, no magnetic field appears
inside the hollow conducting enclosure [6].

According to the aforementioned theory, now
established, no electric field or time-varying magnetic
field can exist inside a hollow conducting enclosure, and
no electric field from outside can penetrate the enclosure
(Figure 1). Such an enclosure is called an EM shield or a
Faraday shield [7].

Summarizing, in a Faraday shield, the EM wave
separately (not bounded together) exerts two individual
forces (due to electric and magnetic fields) on the
surface of the enclosure and produces a net zero EM
field in the interior of the conducting enclosure
(Figure 1).

The Faraday shield concept is widely applied in
present-day industries for shielding instruments and
processes from EM interference [8,9], such as medical
instruments, analytical instruments, and electronic and
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Figure 1: When an EM wave encounters a hollow conducting enclosure, according to the classical theory of electromagnetism, two
simultaneous mechanisms occur. (a) The transmitted electric field component (black dashed arrows) of the EM wave travels through the
wall of the conducting enclosure and redistributes free charges in the conducting wall because of induction. An opposing electric field
(blue dashed arrows) is created by the induced charges on the surface of the conducting enclosure, resulting in zero electric field inside
the conducting wall. (b) The incident magnetic field component (black arrows) induces eddy currents (blue arrow) in the wall of the
conducting enclosure. The eddy currents generate an opposing magnetic field (red arrow), canceling the incident magnetic field at the
enclosure. Therefore, no magnetic field appears inside the closed conducting enclosure.
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communication systems. However, it is important to
note that all the instruments and implements used
inside the Faraday shield are strictly grounded to the
Faraday shield itself to provide proper shielding. This is
the most important criterion in the present-day use of a
Faraday shield [6]. However, according to the working
principle of the Faraday shield, there should be no need
for the instruments used inside the shield to be
connected to the Faraday shield and grounded, as there
is no EM field that can penetrate the shield from external
sources [5]. Moreover, there is evidence showing that,
even when the grounding technique is utilized, the EM
field still continues to exist inside the Faraday
shield [10–12].

If a field due to an external EM source penetrates/
exists inside a Faraday shield, the present theory
suggests that either the enclosure is not perfectly closed
because of apertures (e.g., holes in the enclosure) or the
enclosure is completely closed, but the wall is too thin to
provide adequate shielding.

In the case of an imperfect enclosure, the penetra-
tion depends on the size of the openings. The case in
which the conducting enclosure has openings facing the
emission of radiation has been extensively and rigor-
ously studied elsewhere [13–16]. According to the EM
field theory, EM waves do not penetrate very far through
holes that are significantly less than a wavelength across
[13,17]. Equivalently, the reflection of EM waves from a
conducting surface is not affected by the holes (or other
irregularities) on the surface, which are significantly less
than a wavelength across. Therefore, a Faraday shield
(in this case, it is commonly known as a Faraday cage
even when such holes are present on the surface) or an
antenna reflector is constructed by using a metallic wire
mesh (with a spacing that is small compared with the
wavelength) without a drastic compromise in perfor-
mance. It is important to note that the commonly
referred Faraday cage is not essentially a continuous
covering, as it may contain openings. In this study, only
continuously covered conducting enclosures (i.e.,
without openings) are considered and referred to as
Faraday shields.

As discussed above, when holes exist on an
imperfect metal surface, the penetration of EM waves
through these holes depends on the incident frequency.
The incident frequency is categorized into high-, inter-
mediate-, and low-frequency regions relative to the
dimensions of the holes on the surface [18]. If a hole is
large compared with the incident wavelength, it is
considered a high-frequency region, and EM waves
pass freely through the hole (i.e., aperture). Many of

the laws of physical optics are applied under this
assumption. Resonance occurs (aperture excitation)
[19] when the aperture dimensions are approximately
equal to the wavelength, and the respective frequencies
are considered as being in the intermediate-frequency
region. In the low-frequency region, where the aperture
is small compared with the wavelength, the laws of
Kirchhoff–Fresnel [20–24] diffraction or boundary dif-
fraction wave [25–28] can be applied to analyze the field
distribution.

In case of a thin wall, the EM field can be
transmitted through and can appear inside the Faraday
shield (Figure 2) [18,29–32]. When an EM wave with an
energy IdB is incident on a metal wall of thickness t, the
EM energy is partially reflected (RdB) and partially
absorbed (AdB) by the metal wall. Some of the EM
energy (TdB) penetrates the metal wall depending on the
thickness t, permeability µ, permittivity ε, and conduc-
tivity σ of the wall. The energy conservation when an EM
wave is incident on a conducting wall is expressed by
equation (3), and the shielding effectiveness (SE) is
defined by equation (4):

= + +I R A T ,dB dB dB dB (3)

= /I TSE .dB dB (4)

SE can be determined when the reflection losses (RdB)
defined by equation (5) and absorption losses (AdB)
defined by equation (6) are known [31] for a given IdB:
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Figure 2: EM shielding. When an EM wave is incident on a metal
wall of thickness t, the EM energy is partially reflected and partially
absorbed by the metal wall. Some of the EM energy penetrates the
metal wall depending on the thickness t, permeability µ,
permittivity ε, and conductivity σ of the wall. The electric and
magnetic field components of the incident, reflected, and trans-
mitted waves are (Ei, Hi), (Er, Hr), and (Et, Ht), respectively.
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The SE through a conducting wall is considered as
two separate components, as in the case of a Faraday
shield (Figure 1): the electric field shielding effectiveness
(SEE) and magnetic field shielding effectiveness (SEM).
The SE of electric and magnetic fields is defined as the
ratio of the field magnitude at a point without and with
the metal wall [31]:
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where Ei and Et are the electric fields of the incident and
transmitted waves, respectively, and Hi and Ht are the
incident and transmitted magnetic fields, respectively.

The value of Ei/Et can be calculated as follows:
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where η is the radiation impedance of the medium. For a
conducting enclosure, the atmospheric conditions are
roughly equivalent to those of free space. Therefore,

≈ ≐η η μ
ε0

0

0
, where µ0 and ε0 are the permeability and

permittivity of free space, respectively.
The impedance of the conductor, η̂, is approximated

as follows:
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Since ≫ 1σ
πfε2 (ε is the permeability of the conductor),

SEE is considered equal to SEM when the radiation
source is kept at a far field from the metal wall.
However, for the near field, where the radiation source
is in the vicinity of the metal wall, SEE and SEM are not
considered equal [6,31].

With a higher electrical conductivity, when the
frequency of the incident wave increases, most of
the EM energy is concentrated near the surface of the
metallic enclosure because of the eddy currents. This also
causes negligible EM fields inside the enclosure (Figure 1).

This is known as the skin effect [33,34], and the skin
depth δ describes the depth to which radiation can
penetrate the shield. The skin depth is expressed as
follows:

=
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2

,
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(9)

where f is the frequency of the incident EM wave, μ0 is
the absolute magnetic permeability, ρ and μr are the
conductivity and the relative permeability of the con-
ducting material, respectively.

In addition to the electrical conductivity (σ) and
permeability (μ) of the conducting material, the di-
electric absorption and surface porosity of the enclosure
affect the penetration and reflection of EM waves [35].

The electric field in a Faraday shield, irrespective of
the shape of it [5], due to an externally applied
electrostatic field has been explained in the same
manner to that due to a time-varying electric field. In
the case of an external static magnetic field, the
shielding depends on the permeability of the material
and the shape of the conducting enclosure [4].

Furthermore, the understanding is that the induc-
tion takes place instantly in the metal when the external
electrostatic field is applied. Induction in a time-varying
electric field such as an EM field depends on the
permittivity (ε – dielectric constant) of the substance.
The dielectric constant of a metal is not relevant here, as
metals cannot store energy in the presence of an electric
field. The relative permittivity of good conductors such
as copper, silver, and gold is considered as 1 (one) for
calculations.

In electromagnetism, the electric displacement field
(D) represents how an electric field (E) influences the
organization of electric charges in a given medium,
including charge migration and electric dipole reorienta-
tion. Its relation to permittivity in the very simple case of
linear, homogeneous, isotropic materials with “instan-
taneous” response to changes in electric field is
given by:

→
=

→
D εE . (10)

Here, it shows that the induction takes place instantly in
the metal when the external time-varying electric field is
applied, similar to the electrostatic case.

However, the formation of a zero EM field within a
Faraday shield due to the individual actions of the electric
and magnetic fields has not been adequately studied
empirically, relevant to the classical EM wave theory.
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Only a limited number of computational studies
[36,37] based on the existing models have been carried
out so far to investigate the EM field shielding of
spherically shaped shells with or without apertures,
which does not reflect the actual practical situation.

To address this shortcoming, the following experi-
ments were designed to investigate the shielding process
within a Faraday shield at randomly chosen frequencies
(26.965, 151.880, 500, 900, and 1,800MHz). The voltage
signals due to induced currents in a simple monopole
conductor were examined with and without a Faraday
shield (constructed with a 1.2-mm-thick copper sheet).

The above experiment has clearly indicated the
presence of electric and magnetic fields inside the
Faraday shield (details are discussed later in this
article), contradicting the existing understanding of
this phenomenon, which predicts a zero EM field inside
the Faraday shield by the reasoning that free electrons in
the metal redistribute themselves dynamically to create
a counteracting EM field that cancels the internal field.
According to the classical theory, the zero EM field
inside a Faraday shield is described by the fundamental
aspects of electric and magnetic fields, and the zero field
completely depends on the free charges (electrons) of
the metal. This fact leads to a contradiction if those free
charges are bounded and immobilized by another strong
external electric field. In this situation, free charges
would not be available for creating a zero EM field, and
an external EM field should appear inside the Faraday
shield. This aspect is out of the scope of this study and
to be discussed separately.

The authors being concerned that having incorpo-
rated a standard Faraday shield complying to estab-
lished properties (specifications) showing up an obser-
vation contrary to the established theory, viz., not only
the detection of an EM wave inside the cage, but also the
induction of a detectable current inside it. Hence, the
contention that an alternative hypothesis is needed to
explain the observations.

Explaining further, the E-field detected inside the
faraday shield cannot be explained by the existing
theory. Subsequent observations made using appro-
priate experimental setups (detailed in Section 2) also
led to the new model of energy propagation in free
space.

Experiments showing the presence of energy fields
that can induce a current in a conductor placed inside
the Faraday shield are presented in Part-A of this article.
Thus, these experiments have convincingly revealed an
energy field inside the Faraday shield. Furthermore, the
observation that an induced current can arise in a

conductor inside a Faraday shield confirms the above
fact. Thus, an E-field can penetrate a Faraday shield
from outside to inside. Hence, an alternative theory for
the propagation of energy is required.

In Part-B, to explain our observations, an alternative
heuristic model has been proposed for the propagation
of energy in free space. In this model, new quantities
named “I-Spin-energy” (Intrinsic Spin Energy or ISpE)
and “I-Spin-energy field” (Intrinsic Spin Energy Field or
ISpEF) are defined to replace the role of electric and
magnetic fields in the classical EM wave theory.

2 Part-A

2.1 Method

2.1.1 Primary study of field penetration

To detect if a signal is present within the Faraday shield,
an antenna and a receiver were placed inside a Faraday
shield, as shown in Figure 3. Two similar copper cubic
enclosures (CuCuE) of dimensions 55 cm × 55 cm × 55 cm
were carefully built based on the standard shielding
methods [38], preventing EM field leakage. Copper
sheets of 1.2 mm thickness were used for the construc-
tion. One chamber was built by soldering using Sn/Pb
(63:37) to reduce cold solder joints, and the other was
built with copper tungsten inert gas (TIG) welding. Both
chambers showed similar results throughout the experi-
ment. Therefore, no discussion is made on the construc-
tion technique, which is irrelevant.

The CuCuE shield was irradiated with external EM
sources (external radio frequency transmitter) at fre-
quencies of 26.965 (1,111 cm), 151.880 (200 cm), 500
(60 cm), 900 (33 cm), and 1,800 (16.7 cm) MHz. For

Copper Cubic 
Enclosure (CuCuE) 

RF power meter/receiver 

ERFT 

Figure 3: Experimental setup I: a copper box of dimensions 55 cm ×
55 cm × 55 cm (1.2 mm thickness) was irradiated with radio
frequencies of 26.965, 151.880, 500, 900, and 1,800MHz. A device
for measuring signal strength was placed inside the chamber.
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26.965, 151.880, and 500MHz, a tuned RF power meter
was used to measure the field inside. For 900 and
1,800MHz, the commercial GSM900 and GSM1800
signals were used, respectively. GSM mobile phones
installed with applications for signal strength measure-
ments were used as receivers. The voltage signals due to
induced currents in a simple monopole conductor were
measured with and without a Faraday shield in place.
Thirty signal strength measurements have been taken for
each frequency value for statistical significance. The
results are discussed in Section 3. As a significantly
strong signal was detected, contrary to the classical EM
theory interpretation within the CuCuE at all frequen-
cies, a further detailed experiment was designed to
investigate the field detected within the Faraday shield.

2.1.2 Detailed study of field penetration

In this experiment, only a single source of frequency
151.880MHz was selected arbitrarily.

Experiment apparatus
1. Two monopole antennae (410mm long).
2. One square-loop antenna (410mm × 40mm).
3. As shown in Figure 4, a closed Faraday shield was

made using a 1.2-mm-thick copper sheet with a
circular base of 50mm diameter and approximately
420mm height. To measure the voltage signals due to

the induced current in the antenna inside, two holes
of 10 mm diameter were made on the circular base for
the Bayonet Neill–Concelman (BNC) connectors. This
design of the Faraday shield is named as a copper
cylindrical enclosure (CuCyE).

4. Two separate battery-operated digital oscilloscopes
(Tektronics TPS 2024) having four isolated channels
were used for the voltage measurements. In an
isolated channel oscilloscope, each channel has its
own ground, and these ground terminals were not
connected to each other.

5. 2 W/151.880MHz vertically polarized sinusoidal
signal source.

6. Equal-length 50Ω coaxial cables.

The dimensions of antennae and CuCyE were selected
to be close to the quarter wavelength of the source
frequency of 151.880MHz. Two separate digital oscillo-
scopes were used to minimize the coupling between the
antenna measurements. The transmitting antenna was a
0.5 m quarter wavelength vertical telescopic monopole
antenna. The experiment was performed under general
indoor propagation conditions. The transmitter was
placed 8m away from the Faraday shield.

Both oscilloscopes have to be triggered at the same
instant in order to record the input signals at the oscillo-
scopes precisely. This was achieved by connecting two
separate antennae at the trigger inputs of each oscilloscope
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Figure 4: Experimental setup II: (a) two monopole antennae, Ant-1 and Ant-2, were connected to a digital oscilloscope using two equal-
length coaxial cables. The outer shield/screen (oscilloscope ground) of the coaxial cable from CH2 was not connected to the CuCyE at BNC-
1 (isolated connector – AMP 112431). However, an additional shield was made at the BNC-1 to restrict possible field penetration into the
CuCyE. The screen of the coaxial wire of Ant-2 was connected to the oscilloscope groundCH1 and to the CuCyE via BNC 2 (AMP 227755-1).
(b) To determine whether a time-varying magnetic field exists inside the copper enclosure, a rectangular wire loop antenna shunted by a
50Ω resistor was placed inside the enclosure. (c) Ant-1 and the CuCyE were separately connected to the oscilloscope using coaxial cables.
In Exp. II(c), the outer shields (oscilloscope grounds) of both coaxial cables were not connected to the CuCyE. Connections to the antennae
and the CuCyE were made through an insulated BNC.
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as shown in Supplementary Figure 1 (see Supplementary
data Note 1). Now the signals induced in the antennae in
trigger inputs, by the signal source (ERFT), initiate recording
at the same moment. Both antennae were placed approxi-
mately the same distance away from the 151.880MHz source.
Observations made with two oscilloscopes were similar to
those made with two separate isolated channels, CH1 (with
its groundCH1) and CH2 (with its groundCH2), of a single
oscilloscope. Therefore, two separate isolated channels of a
single oscilloscope were used when the magnitudes and
phases were measured simultaneously for two signals. In the
experiments, the induced currents at the antennae were
measured as voltage across the input impedance (1MΩ) of
the oscilloscope.

The near-field distance from the transmitting
antenna is approximately equal to 2L2/λ [39], where L is
the highest length of the antenna. This yields a near-field
distance of 1.5 m. Therefore, as the distance between the
source and the antenna was 8m, the near-field behaviors
of the EM waves are excluded in this study.

The following three experiments were performed.
Exp. II(a). Two monopole antennae, Ant-1 and

Ant-2, were placed inside the CuCyE and connected to
oscilloscopes CH2 and CH1, respectively, via BNC con-
nectors. The screen of the coaxial wire to Ant-1 was
connected to the oscilloscope groundCH2 but it was not
connected to the CuCyE (an isolated connector, AMP
112431, was used for BNC 1). The screen of the coaxial
wire of Ant-2 was connected to the oscilloscope groundCH1
as well as to the CuCyE via BNC 2 (AMP 227755-1). As
shown in Figure 4(a), the cable end connected to BNC 1
was additionally screened by a copper foil to restrict
possible EM penetration in the CuCyE through the gap.
The gap between the CuCyE and the outer coaxial screen
of the insulated BNC 1 was approximately 0.2 mm. Two
voltage measurements from Ant-1 and Ant-2 were taken
without the shield, CuCyE (only the base, after removing
the CuCyE; see Supplementary data, Note 2 (Supplemen-
tary Figure 2), and with the shield (antennae enclosed
with the CuCyE, as shown in Figure 4(a)). The
151.880MHz signal source was used to create a field at
the CuCyE. Exp. II(a) was repeated with six isolated
enclosures (enclosures within enclosures) but only with
Ant-1: the details and results are provided in the
Supplementary data (Supplementary data, Note 3 and
Supplementary Figure 3). Ant-1 and Ant-2 were also
shielded with multiple configurations: the details of
which and the results are provided in the Supplementary
data (Notes 4 and 5) and Supplementary Figures 4 and 5.

Exp. II(b). This experiment was performed to
determine whether a time-varying magnetic field existed

inside the CuCyE. The two antennae were replaced by a
rectangular wire loop antenna shunted with a 50 Ω
resistor, as shown in Figure 4(b). Oscilloscope CH1 and
its groundCH1 terminals were directly connected to the
two ends of the wire loop, as shown in Figure 4(b). As in
Exp. II(a), the unshielded and shielded voltage measure-
ments were taken when the 151.880MHz signal source
creates a field at the CuCyE.

Exp. II(c). The third experimental setup is shown in
Figure 4(c) and uses a single enclosed antenna. Ant-1
was connected to oscilloscope CH2 as in Exp. II(a). The
housing of the CuCyE was independently connected
to oscilloscope CH1 using coaxial cable as shown in
Figure 4(c). Note that the outer shields (oscilloscope
grounds) of both coaxial cables were not connected to
the CuCyE. Again, the 151.880MHz external signal
source was used to create a field at the CuCyE.

For each experiment, to observe the impact of noise,
the signals induced in the cables connected to the CuCyE
were measured without the antennae (Supplementary
data, Note 6 and Supplementary Figure 6). The
151.880MHz external signal source was in operation
when the measurements were taken. In addition, the
experiments were repeated with the CuCyE grounded to
the actual ground and electrical ground of the main
power supply.

Finally, the experimental setups were simulated
using Ansys High Frequency Structure Simulator
(HFSS) 13.0.0, and the results of the experiments and
respective simulations were compared.

3 Results

3.1 Primary study of field penetration

Table 1 summarizes the results of the primary study of
field penetration. For frequencies of 26.965, 151.880, 500,
900, and 1,800 MHz, the power induced in the monopole
conductor without and with the CuCuE (Figure 3) is
given in Table 1, where the signal strength is given
in dBm.

For the selected frequencies within the
26.965–1,800MHz band, the calculated ratio between
the measured voltages (SW/SW0) due to the induced
current at the antenna without the CuCuE (SW) to those
with the CuCuE (SW0) is in the range of −18.1 to −1.0 dB.
The SW/SW0 ratio of the voltages due to the induced
currents (measured voltages with and without the
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Faraday shield) is useful as a quantitative index of
the extent of the penetration of the signal. The data in
Table 1 also indicate that the signal inside the conducting
CuCuE increases with the decrease in wavelength relative
to the dimensions of the CuCuE. At 1,800MHz, the effect
of the Faraday shield is very small in the observed
frequency range. Most interestingly, the results confirmed
that EM energy penetrates walls and exists within the
CuCuE, contradictory to the classical interpretation of the
Faraday shield.

3.2 Detailed study of field penetration

The observed voltage waveforms and the analysis in the
detailed study of field penetration are given in the
supplementary data (Note 7, Supplementary Figure 7(i)
and (ii)).

Only measured voltages due to induced currents in
Ant-1, Ant-2, and loop antennae (Exp. II(a) and Exp. II
(b)) without and with the Faraday shield (i.e., CuCyE)
are summarized in Table 2.

The voltages measured due to currents induced in the
Ant-1 and Faraday shield (CuCyE) and the description in
Exp. II(c) is given in Note 7 and Figure 7(ii).

Exp. II(a) was simulated using Ansys HFSS, and the
simulated contour plots of the E-field distributions in the
geometry and the analysis (Exp. ii(a)) are shown
in Supplementary data Note 8 and Supplementary
Figure 8(i) and (ii).

The simulation results were compared with the
experimental results.

4 Discussion

The classical theory states that a variation in the EM field
can induce a current in a conductor. According to the
classical theory, when such a field encounters a Faraday
shield, it is reflected/absorbed, and no EM field appears
inside the shield. In this study, we have experimentally
detected the presence of an energy field using an antenna
placed inside a Faraday shield, contradicting the explana-
tion provided by the classical theory (Figure 1(a)). The
results in Table 1 clearly show that the signal penetrates
(SW/SW0) the CuCuE and is detected within at all wave-
lengths tested. However, the detected signal weakened with
increasing wavelength (or decreasing frequency).

The presence of a voltage signal in the oscilloscope,
when it is connected to an antenna, indicates the presence of
an energy field at the location of the antenna. An electrically
floating (battery operated) isolated channel oscilloscope
facilitates the two measurements of voltage signals simulta-
neously and independently, as with two separate oscillo-
scopes, but with a common trigger input signal. The ground
terminals of each channel are also electrically isolated from
the other. Therefore, in the simultaneous measurements, the
ground references are independent. The measurement of two
signals simultaneously and independently, which is the most
crucial feature in this experiment, used to resolve the field
inside the Faraday shield.

Table 1: Signal strength measured in dBm without and with the copper enclosure for frequencies of 26.965, 151.880, 500, 900, and
1,800 MHz. Mean value of 30 signal strength measurements have been taken for each frequency value. The standard deviation for each
signal strength measurement was calculated and included in parenthesis next to the dBm value

Frequency (MHz) Wavelength (cm) Signal strength, dBm, (SDa) Signal source Off (dBm) Sw/Swo (dB)

Without CuCuE (Swo) With CuCuE (Sw)

26.965 1,110 −10 (0.14) −28 (0.20) ∼−59 −18.1
151.880 200 −29 (0.20) −36 (0.22) ∼−59 −7.0
500 60 −23 (0.19) −31 (0.19) ∼−59 −8.0
900 33.3 −96 (0.85) −97 (1.38) n/a −1.0
1,800 16.7 −97 (1.13) −98 (1.17) n/a −1.0

aSD – standard deviation.

Table 2: Induced voltages at Ant-1, Ant-2, and the loop antenna in
Exp. II(a) and Exp. II(b)

Antenna Exp. II(a) voltage (mV) Exp. II(b) voltage (mV)

without
CuCyE

with
CuCyE

without
CuCyE

with
CuCyE

Ant-1 816 1,460 — —
Ant-2 808 32 — —
Loop — — 288 488
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To elaborate on this topic further, to measure any
physical quantity, a reference has to be defined. The
oscilloscope or any other measuring equipment measures
a signal relative to a reference created by the signal itself,
rather than set by the measuring device [40]. If there is no
such reference, then the measurement cannot be made. The
EM wave is a part of a system (frame of reference) different
from the system in which the measuring instrument exists.
Therefore, the signal itself must induce a reference at the
oscilloscope ground, but this induced reference needs to be
different from the signal in the antenna to detect/measure
the signal. There will be no signal detected if the signal
induced in the antenna is identical to the signal induced in
the reference (common mode signal).

According to the working principle of the Faraday
shield, no need arises for the instruments used inside the
shield to be connected to it, as no EM field from an external
source can penetrate the shield [5]. However, to date,
whenever the possibility of an EM field penetrating a
Faraday shield was explored, the detectors used inside were
grounded to the Faraday shield, and hence, the zero voltage
observed inside the Faraday shield was due to the
groundings. Supplementary Figure 7(ii) shows that a voltage
measured because of the induced current in the CuCyE is
nearly equal in magnitude and phase to the voltage
measured in the antenna inside the CuCyE (Figure 4(c)).
An oscilloscope measures the signal with respect to its own
ground reference. If the ground of an oscilloscope is
connected to the CuCyE, since the CuCyE and Ant-2 are at
the same voltage at any moment in time, there is no
resultant output voltage. For the same reason, a zero voltage
is observed in Ant-2 in Exp. II(a), as the oscilloscope ground
reference is connected (via the shield of the coaxial cable) to
the CuCyE (Figure 4(c) and Supplementary Figure 7(ii)).
These results undoubtedly imply that the currents are
induced in both antennae, Ant-1 and Ant-2. However, Ant-2
does not produce a voltage signal at CH1 in the oscilloscope,
as its reference is also connected to the same voltage
variation at the Faraday shield (CuCyE), resulting in a net
zero output at the oscilloscope. Ant-1 produces a voltage
signal at CH2 in the oscilloscope, as its reference is floating
(Figure 4(a) and Supplementary Figure 7(i)-(b)) and free to
induce a reference voltage signal due to the same EM wave
that produces current in the Ant-1.

In Exp. II(a), the measured signal at Ant-1 was 816mV
(without the shield) without the oscilloscope ground
connected to the base of the CuCyE. In the case of Ant-2
with the coaxial cable shield connected to the base, the
reading was 808mV (without the shield). Hence, nearly
equal signal amplitudes can be measured in both antennae
without the CuCyE (Supplementary Figures 1 and 7(i)-(a)).

This is also confirmed by the HFSS simulation in
Supplementary Figure 8(ii)-(a). When two antennae were
completely enclosed by the CuCyE, a considerable voltage
gain (from 816 to 1,460mV) was observed at Ant-1 (where
the screen of the coaxial cable, the oscilloscope ground, was
not connected to the CuCyE). The first impression anyone
could get is that: by not connecting the shield of the
screened cable of ANT-1 to the enclosure, the EM energy is
allowed to be coupled into it, via the transmission line
formed by the aperture walls and the cable’s inner
conductor. This could be the direct explanation, according
to the present knowledge, to the presence of EM energy in
the Faraday shield in Exp. II(a), which is not valid. If such
coupling occurs due to Ant-1, Ant-2 must show this EM
field inside the Faraday shield as well! On the other
hand, if the EM energy has to be coupled into the
enclosure, via the transmission line formed, the measured
voltage at Ant-1 should always be less than the induced
voltage measured without the enclosure. According to
Table 2, the measured voltage at the antenna within the
enclosure is nearly twice the measured voltage without
the enclosure.

However, as shown in Supplementary Figure 7(i)-(b),
the signal strength of Ant-2 was reduced and it was close
to the background noise level (32mV). The noise recorded
in CH1 and CH2 was only 24mV when the antennae
inside the CuCyE are not connected to the end of the
coaxial cable in the CuCyE (Supplementary data Note 6
and Figure 6). This background noise level implies that
the measured signals, which were far greater in magni-
tude, in the experiments were always due to the
induction of currents in Ant-1 and Ant-2 (due to external
source) but not from any other cause. According to the
established EM theory of the Faraday shield, as demon-
strated in Figure 1(a), charges should rearrange in such a
manner that the incident electric field component inside
the enclosure is canceled out [5,6]. Therefore, irrespective
of the grounding state of the Faraday shield, the resultant
electric field should be zero inside according to the
classical theory.

The penetration of EM energy through the wall of
the CuCyE can be studied by equation (3). The SE is
calculated using equation (6) with the following
parameters:
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The calculated effectiveness is approximately:

= × −E E 1.6 10 .t i
85

This calculation shows that the electric field trans-
mitted through the CuCyE is negligible. Therefore,
according to the established theory of EM waves, the
CuCyE should shield both the electric and magnetic
fields. Thus, no current is induced inside the CuCyE.
Both the preliminary and detailed experiments of this
article empirically demonstrate the penetration of the
energy field, which induces a current in a conductor
(antenna) placed inside the Faraday shield (CuCyE).

In Exp. II(a), the CuCyE geometry and antennae were
simulated using HFSS. HFSS models an EM system
through Maxwell’s equations and solves the equations
using the finite-element methods [41]. The induced voltage
signals of the antennae were estimated relative to the outer
screen of the coaxial cables, which is connected to the
oscilloscope groundCH1 and grountCH2. The simulated
electric field across the gap was approximately 52 V/m
(Supplementary Figure 8(ii)-(a)) when there was no
shielding. Therefore, the average voltage difference across
the gap (space between XX′ and YY′ in Supplementary
Figure 8(i)-(a) and 8(ii)-(a)) was 520mV (52 V/m × 0.01m).
When no shielding was used, an 800mV signal was
observed experimentally in both antennae (Supplementary
Figure 7(i)-(a) and Table 2). The signal measured in the
experimental setup over the simulation shows a higher
voltage, which could be accounted for by the constructive
interferences caused by multiple reflections in the general
indoor environment at the antennae. Nonetheless, both the
simulation and experimental results show a similar level of
signal detected in the antenna. Moreover, the HFSS
simulation of the two enclosed antennae shows that
induced voltages are nearly zero on both antennae (XX′
and YY′ in Supplementary Figure 8(i)-(b) and (ii)-(b)).
Contrary to this simulation result, the experiment shows a
voltage induced at Ant-1 (gap XX′) when antennae are
enclosed. This induced voltage is greater than the
measured voltage at the same antenna without the
enclosure: 1,460mV when shielded versus 816mV when
unshielded (Supplementary Figure 7(i)-(a), (b) and Table
2). Therefore, the simulation based on Maxwell’s equations
fails to replicate the field within the CuCyE that is detected
through the experimental observations.

One may argue that the measured voltage at Ant-1 is due
to the possible capacitive coupling between the field across
the hole (used to mount BNC 1 in the CuCyE) and the Ant-1.
The impact of the capacitive coupling between the hole
and the Ant-1 was evaluated by inserting the coaxial cable
of Ant-1 farther into the enclosure (Supplementary data

Note 9 and Figure 9). There was no change in the measured
voltage, indicating that the capacitive coupling does not
occur. Another alternate explanation could be that the holes
used to insert antennae result in an imperfect Faraday shield.
The diameter of the hole in the CuCyE is 10mm, and the
wavelength used in this experiment is 2,000mm. Therefore,
the incident waves do not fall into categories of high- and
intermediate-frequency regions relative to the dimensions of
the hole [18]. Furthermore, it is possible to approximate the
enclosure as a cylindrical resonant cavity and the aperture as
an iris with a hole for exciting the cavity [19]. The dimensions
of the cavity (420mm length and 50mm diameter) are small
compared with the wavelength of the excitation signal (2m)
[42,43]. Hence, the enclosure cannot be considered as a
resonant cavity [44,45], and the field detected inside cannot
be considered to be originating from a resonant cavity. If the
enclosure were a resonant cavity, the measured voltage
should always be less than the excitation voltage [46].
However, according to Table 2, the measured voltage at the
antenna within the enclosure is nearly twice the measured
voltage without the enclosure. The results of the computa-
tional studies [36,37] also fail in this regard, as they predict
extremely reduced/low values inside the shells from the
incident EM field.

To avoid the possibility of mutual interactions
between Ant-1 and Ant-2, the two antennae were
decoupled by physically shielding them with two separate
copper enclosures in different configurations, as shown in
Supplementary Notes 4 and 5. There were no changes in
the results. An experimental setup consisting of several
isolated concentric copper cylinders (six cylinders) with
an antenna inside the innermost cylinder also showed
that the field cannot be blocked even by multiple
conducting shields (Supplementary Note 3).

The eddy current [5] is a mechanism that can be
used to explain the reduction of the time-varying
magnetic field inside a Faraday shield. When EM waves
come in contact with the Faraday cage, they create a
current due to the conductivity of the conductor, known
as an eddy current. Note that a changing magnetic field
always generates a current in conductors; this phenom-
enon is called EM induction [6]. These eddy currents, in
turn, create time-varying magnetic fields that oppose the
field of the incoming EM waves (Figure 1(b)). Hence, the
time-varying magnetic fields are blocked from entering
the interior [7]. The depth up to which the eddy current
exists is called the skin depth. With a high electrical
conductivity, when the frequency of the incident wave
increases, most of the EM energy is converted/dissipated
as eddy current near the surface of the metallic
enclosure. The eddy currents generate an opposing
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magnetic field, canceling the incident magnetic field.
This causes negligible EM fields inside if the skin depth
is less than the thickness of the enclosure. The
calculated skin depth δ for copper is 6.54 µm at
151.880MHz (equation (8)). This length is much less
than the thickness of the copper sheet (1.2 mm).

In Exp. II(b), a voltage is observed because of an
induced current in the loop antenna. The measured
voltage in the loop antenna is considered as the
electromotive force due to the current induced by the
magnetic fields. The loop antenna is sensitive to
the magnetic field but not to the electric field [47]. The
measured voltage across a 50Ω resistor was only 288mV
without the CuCyE. With the CuCyE, the induced voltage
was increased to 488mV (Supplementary Figure 7(i)-(c)
and (d)). It is assumed that the output voltage of the
loop antenna is proportional to the magnetic field of the
incident EM wave. According to the established EM
theory of Faraday shields, the magnetic field should be
zero or significantly less than the induced signal without
the enclosure. However, we have experimentally
observed induced currents in the loop antenna, which
indicates the presence of a magnetic field inside the
Faraday shield according to the classical EM theory. The
penetration of the time-varying electric and magnetic
fields (EM field) in the CuCyE cannot be justified with
the classical theory of Faraday shields, Gauss’s law
(equation (2)), Maxwell’s equations (simulations in
Supplementary Figure 8), EM shielding (equation (3)),
the skin effect (equation (8)), or a resonant cavity [19].

It is apparent that the results observed in this study
cannot be accounted for by the present EM theories.
Therefore, a need arises for a new model that consis-
tently explains the experimental observations. Based on
our results, it is clear that a self-propagating energy
wave in free space propagates through the conductors
and produces an electrical current in the CuCyE as well
as in the antenna regardless of the presence of the
Faraday shield (Figure 4(a)). The signal is created in the
oscilloscope when the self-propagating energy or
the electrical current from the antenna flows through
the oscilloscope to the oscilloscope ground. Therefore,
we hypothesize that the energy propagates inside the
conductor as it does through free space.

5 Part-B
Several experiments conducted to investigate the nature
of propagation of the EM waves in Faraday shields were

discussed in the previous sections of this article. The
experimental evidence revealed some contradictory
behaviors of the EM waves with the existing theories
that govern over the wave propagation. Hence, the need
for a new model to explain these observations emerged.
This section presents an alternative heuristic model
that can explain the observations of the previously
mentioned experiments.

Spin is an important intrinsic property of elementary
particles and plays a fundamental role in the inter-
actions among them. All fundamental interactions are
spin dependent. In electric and magnetic interactions,
similar to positive and negative charges or north and
south magnetic poles, parallel spins repel each other
and anti-parallel spins attract each other [48]. In
contrast, in gravitation, a pair of particles with parallel
spins are attracted to each other [49–52]. In quantum
electrodynamics, spin exists in fermions/bosons [53,54].

The new model proposes that the propagating field
contains energy in a form similar to the conventional
rotational or spin energy fields [55–57], rather than
electric and magnetic fields, which suggests that
spin represents the energy. Despite the scale of size,
any system is associated with spin, which could be
considered analogues to the matter wave or the de
Broglie wavelength [58]. Any system irrespective of the
size can produce energy fields in free space. Owing to
this assigned nature, an alternative view is to describe
the phenomenon as an intrinsic spin energy (of a
system) and intrinsic spin energy field (in a field). In
this model, new entities named “I-Spin-energy” (ISpE)
and “I-Spin-energy-field” (ISpEF) are defined. ISpE is
not merely the rotational spin energy of classical
quantum mechanics but rather an alternate concept, in
which an infinite number of spins are permitted. ISpE
represents the classical term energy, and ISpEF repre-
sents an alternative to the EM field of the classical
theory. Based on the observations and the results of the
above experiments, the following postulates are made.

5.1 Intrinsic spin energy (ISpE)

The main postulates of the hypothesis are as follows:
P1: Any particle or object has its own spin associated

with it, which represents its intrinsic energy (ISpE) of the
entity.

P2: The ISpE inherent in the entity creates an ISpEF
(which is different from the classical EM wave presently
established) about it.
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P3: The direction of the propagation of the ISpEFs is
always normal to the I-Spin axis of the entity.

P4: Whenever an entity exists in a constant spin
state, the resulting ISpEF would be static (unvarying).

P5: An ISpEF may be located in space even though
an entity generating it may not be evident.

P6: An entity, ISpE or ISpEF, is capable of simulta-
neously existing in infinite numbers of spin states.

P7: Two main I-Spin patterns are recognized relative
to the observer as:
• The δ-spin (dextro or right or clockwise spin)
• The λ-spin (levo or left or anticlockwise spin)

P8: Entities producing identical spins at a given
instant attract each other, while those with non-identical
spins repel each other.

P9: However, the ISpEF is a state of flux, and as a
result, the spin state keeps constantly changing.

P10: The mutual repulsion between the δ- and
λ-fields, at the generation, is the basis for initiation of
the transmission of energy through free space.

P11: Any ISpEF exists in free space can impart its
energy to any other particle it encounters in free space.

5.2 Detailed description of the postulates

5.2.1 Postulate 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

The energy of each and every entity/particle is represented by
its I-Spin. When a particle spins, it creates a field around and
normal to the spin axis of the particle (Figure 5). For a
constant spin, this would be a static ISpEF. This field uniquely
represents the energy of the particle. An energy field can exist
with or without the association of a particle.

5.2.2 Postulate 6

ISpE or ISpEF can simultaneously have an infinite number
of degrees of freedom for spin.

An infinite number of I-Spin axes can exist, and for
each axis, an infinite number of I-Spins can exist (Figure 6).
The total ISpE in the particle creates and emits a unique
corresponding ISpEF that contains all I-Spin information,
similar to white light, which contains information on all
colors, etc. [59].

5.2.3 Postulate 7

Consider a situation of two identical particles in all
aspects, having the same I-Spin axes (Figure 7) but with
opposite spins to each other. These two particles create
two ISpEFs with exactly the same in magnitude but
opposite in direction of spin to the observer (right-handed
spin field [δ-spin] and left-handed spin field [λ-spin]).

δ-spin and λ-spin-energy-fields are sequentially
originated from a particle if the particle sequentially
switches its spin clockwise to anticlockwise.

5.2.4 Postulate 8

For two identical (coherent), ISpEFs attract each other.
The difference in I-Spin causes a repulsion between them
(Figure 8).

5.2.5 Postulate 9, 10

However, the I-Spin field is a state of flux, and as a result,
the spin state keeps constantly changing. The mutual

ISpin-energy field of the 
particle is produced normal 
to the its spin axis

Entity/particle

ISpin

Direction of propagation

Figure 5: Postulate 1, 2, 3, 4, 5: the physical representation of ISpE
of a particle that produces an energy field surrounding it.

Figure 6: Postulate 6: an entity is capable of existing in an infinite
number of I-Spin states, hence ISpEFs.

          

δ-spin λ-spin 

Figure 7: Two particles create two ISpEFs with exactly the same in
magnitude but opposite in direction of spin to the observer (right-
handed spin field [δ-spin] and left-handed spin field [λ-spin]). δ-spin-
fields are represented in green and λ-spin-fields are represented in red.
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repulsion between nonidentical I-Spin fields, at the
generation, is the basis for initiation of the transmission
of energy through free space.

The repulsion between the consecutive fields (Figure 8(b))
created in an entity/particle due to the change in its
I-Spin initiates the energy fields moving outward from
the origin. As shown in Figure 9, the initially produced
δ-spin-field is pushed outward by the subsequently
produced λ-spin field.

In the I-Spin-field, energy is transmitted in the form of
δ- and λ-field as against the EM wave of the classical theory.

Hence, a field train carrying energy in free space is
formed.

The magnitude of I-Spin in a particle (or corre-
sponding ISpEF) corresponds to the amplitude of the
classical wave. The period of oscillation of the classical
wave is interpreted here as the time of one complete spin
cycle containing both δ-spin and λ-spin of the particle
producing one energy cycle (unit cycle) in I-Spin.

5.2.6 Postulate 11

Any ISpEF created by a particle can impart its energy to
any other particle it encounters in free space.

The rotation of I-Spin of entity X (Figure 10)
produces alternating ISpEFs, and these ISpEFs move

away, as shown in Figure 10. These ISpEFs induce
corresponding I-Spins when they encounter entity Y on
its path, as shown in Figure 10. When an entity is
exposed to δ0 (not shown but ahead of λ0), it absorbs the
energy and spins accordingly. Then, the particle Y
simultaneously reemits the same/identical energy to
free space as an ISpEF (δ00) but with a delay due to the
interaction. The delay depends on the properties of the
interacting entity.

Note that particle “X” is a hypothetical particle that does
not exist. All particles act as a receiver and transmitter
as the particle “Y.”

However, this ISpEF (δ00) produced by Y is pushed away
by the subsequent ISpEF (λ0: red field in Figure 10) owing to
the repulsive forces (Postulate 8). This is how the ISpEF
propagates continually in the forward direction after it
emanates from the source. The wave nature was first
postulated by C. Huygens, who theorized that the light
propagates as a wave front [60]. He further explained that, at
any given instant, each point on the wave front is the origin
of a secondary wave that propagates outward as a spherical
wave. The secondary waves then combine to form a new
wave front. However, the Huygens principle does not explain
the unidirectional propagation of waves; according to the
Huygens theory, a backward wave should be formed in the
reverse direction [60,61]. Formation of backward wave was
omitted in the Huygens theory [62]. However, postulate 11 in
the ISpE model explains that once an energy propagation
direction (δ-/λ-field direction) is established, it continues to
propagate in the same direction though the I-Spin-field-train
may transfer its energy into other particles (messenger
particles) encountered on its way, thus there is no possibility
of the reversing of direction of the field-train.

     

Identical spins 

     

(a) 

attract 
     

Non-identical spins 

(b) 
repel 

Figure 8: Postulate 8: Interactions between two ISpEFs. (a) Energy
with the identical I-Spin attracts, and (b) non-identical spins repel
each other.

Figure 9: Postulate 8, 9: initiation of propagation of energy in free
space. The traveling energy is initiated by the repulsiveness of the
consecutive energy fields, which are non-identical, produced at the
entity with varying spin. For example, the initially formed δ-spin-
field is driven outward by the subsequently formed λ-spin-field.

δ00

λ0δ1λ1

Y
δr+2

δr
δr+1

X
λr λr+1

λr+2

λr

Figure 10: Postulate 10: ISpEF propagating through and the
interaction of matter in free space. Entity Y absorbs energy δ0 (not
seen but ahead of λ0) from the incoming ISpEF. This causes the
entity Y to spin and simultaneously produces its own ISpEF (δ00).
The particle relays energy by receiving and retransmitting the
ISpEF. However, the next approaching energy field has the opposite
I-Spin (λ0), which pushes away δ00, as it propagates continually
after emanating from the source.
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5.3 The absolute nature of the ISpEFs

It is already established that the I-Spin fields brought
forward in this model are composed of δ-spin (dextro)
and λ-spin (levo) as depicted earlier.

In a given I-Spin-field-train, the depicted δ-/λ-fields
have their maximum values in magnitudes, but the real
picture is that the field strengths continuously keep varying
between their maximum values as the spinning entity is
constantly changing its character as explained earlier.

Hence, the field is more exactly represented in a
continuously changing nature of its spin and magnitude.

This could also explain the most fundamental
experiment in optics [63], double-slit experiment
(Supplementary data, Note 10), which described the

wave nature of the energy propagation, conducted by
Thomas Young in 1802.

Energy redistribution or interference (Supplementary
Figure 10(a)) is not adequately explained in wave theory
[64–66]. According to wave theory, the energy of an
EM wave is associated with the electric field vector E
and is proportional to /Eε 20 0

2 (Supplementary Figure 10(b
and c)).

According to the superposition theorem, minima
(zero-energy nodes) or destructive interference occurs in
an interference when the electrical vectors of two EM
waves are equal and opposite at that node. At the same
time, maxima in interference carry an intensity that is
four times the original intensity when both beams are
coherent and identical in magnitude.

Two coherent 
waves  

Concentrated δ  
energy 

Area where energy is 
added due to identical 
energy (same color)  

B 

D D 
B B 

Concentrated λ 

energy  

Energy has been 
depleted along this 
path (Dark) 

 
 

δ  energy 

λ energy 

Area where energy 
is depleted due to 
repulsive energy 
(different color ) 

Energy has been 
added from depleted 
area (Bright) 

Represents a single 
wave propagation  

Double slit 
configuration  

Figure 11: Interference explained using the ISpE wave. The two components of an energy wave are denoted by violet and green. When two
coherent waves meet, according to postulate 8 (Figure 8(a) and (b)), the area with the same ISpE (same color) attract and different I-Spins
(different colors) repel each other. This results in energy redistribution or interference.
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Although this energy redistribution is explained
mathematically in the superposition theorem [67], it seems
that the energy in minima has been depleted toward
maxima (Figure 11). Since, according to the classical theory,
the two E vectors with equal amplitudes have to be present
at minima to ensure zero intensities at those regions, we
arrive at an important problem as to whether the energies
dissociate themselves from their E vectors at such zero
nodes and moved toward maxima. It is clear that the energy
in the dark region D moves/depletes and adds to the
maxima (Figure 11), and this movement of energy is not
explained in the classical wave theory.

In the ISpE theory, when two coherent waves meet,
according to Postulate 8, same spins (colors) are attracted
to each other and form a maxima area, while unequal
spins (colors) cannot exist at the same place due to
repulsive nature and form a dark area. This results in
energy displacement (or in classical theory, energy
redistribution) in interference (see Figure 11). Therefore,
the ISpE model can explain the energy displacement/
redistribution in interference with greater clarity.

The energy propagates in the free space and inside
matter. It is assumed that the energy propagates inside
the matter similar to the free space. The only difference is
the existence of particles in the matter compared with the
free space. The energy propagation inside matter is still
governed by all the postulates (especially Postulate 11) as
matter also contains free space among particles.

The energy propagation occurring in an electric
current is defined/interpreted as below.

5.4 Definition of electric current according
to the proposed model

At any instant, ISpEFs travelling in opposite directions
with opposite spins, within a confined space, produce an
electric current.

It is defined that if there exist ISpEFs traveling in
opposite directions with opposite I-Spins in a conductor at a
given time and space (Figure 12(a)), electric current will be
produced. The cross-sectional view of the distribution
of ISpEF in a current-carrying conductor is shown in
Figure 12(b). I-Spin fields, δ-field and λ-field, are arbitrarily
assigned in the figure for the demonstration.

Because of the repulsive nature of the two fields, most
stable configuration would be one ISpE (either δ or λ) at the
surface and the other at the center of the conductor. This is
quite analogous to the magnetic field line distribution of a
bar magnet or solenoid. The direction of the magnetic field
inside the solenoid is opposite to the outside. The ISpE flow
(or in current in classical terms) in the surface of the
conductor could be identified as skin effect in classical
definitions.

The proof of the center flow of ISpE (or current
component in classical terms) can be proven by a
separate experiment, and this experiment is described
in the Supplementary data (Note 11).

The forces between two parallel conductors carrying
current can also be explained in ISpF (Supplementary
data, Note 12(i) and (ii)).

The current induced in a conductor due to a
propagating ISpF in free space is also described in the
Supplementary data (Note 13).

5.5 Explanation for the experimental
observations in detailed study using
ISpE concept

Description of two observations, Exp. II and Supplementary
data, Note 3, using proposed I-Spin model is given in the
Supplementary data, Note 14.

In summary, we have experimentally shown the pre-
sence of an induced current inside a perfect Faraday shield.

ISpin-energy fields traveling in the same 
space (conductor) in opposite direc�ons 
with opposite ISpins at the same instant  

 conductor δ-spin 

λ-spin 

(a) (b) 

No field due 
to repulsion 
of δ and λ 

Extended δ-spin 
field in free space 

Figure 12: Definition of electric current: (a) instantaneous view of ISpEFs distributed inside a conductor. The ISpEFs are traveling in the
same space in opposite directions with opposite I-Spins, the two I-Spins are far apart due to their repulsive nature. Most possible
existence of mutually repulsive I-Spin fields in a conductor is at its circumference and at the center. (b) The cross-sectional view of the
distribution of ISpEF in a current-carrying conductor.
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As the classical wave theory fails to explain this
phenomenon, an alternative theory (ISpE) was presented.
We believe that this novel understanding of the manner
in which energy is generated and subsequently trans-
mitted through space would address the properties and
aspects of the behavior of EM waves that could not be
adequately explained using the classical EM theory. The
ISpE model could lead to novel and more effective
designs in many applications, such as photovoltaic cells
used for solar energy harvesting, energy storage, EM
shielding, and stealth technology.

6 Conclusion

This study demonstrates the existence of a current in a
conductor placed within a Faraday shield, which is in
apparent contradiction with the established classical EM
theory. This investigation, based on the standard
Faraday shield properties, has produced challenging
observations inexplicable by the established EM theory.
Both our preliminary study (Exp. I) and the detailed
study (Exp. II) on field penetration have confronted us
with the problem of accommodating with the estab-
lished EM theory. Observations of the second experiment
further indicated the contradictory nature to the existing
knowledge of the energy and energy propagation in free
space. Based on the observations, a new theory was
presented with novel quantities, “spin-energy” and
“spin-energy-field,” which are defined to replace the
role of electric and magnetic fields in the classical EM
theory. Using the proposed model, we were able to
demonstrate comprehensively some physical phe-
nomena comprising the propagation and interaction of
energy with matter, including Young’s double-slit
experiment, which provided the basis for the wave
theory of light.

It is recognized that new concepts and theories
contribute to the perpetuation of science in a big way.
We have endeavored here to present the scientific world
with a new idea: “the heuristic model of energy
propagation in free space, based on the detection of a
current induced in a conductor inside a continuously
covered conducting enclosure by an external radio
frequency source.”

The authors are convinced of the fact that this novel
theory would form the basis of explaining many other
associate physical phenomena with the introduction of
the scientific community at large.
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